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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to study small perturbations of the solution to the stochastic
Volterra equation










b(t, s, X s) ds, (1:1)
x0 2 Rd , t 2 [0, T ]. We will consider the family fX å, å. 0g of processes which satisfy












b(t, s, X ås) ds: (1:2)
We seek to establish a large-deviation principle (LDP) for fX å, å. 0g on the space
C x0 ([0, T ], R
d). We will prove the existence of a lower semi-continuous function
I : C x0 ([0, T ], R
d)! [0, 1], called the rate function, such that fI < ag is compact for
any a 2 [0, 1) and
lim
å#0
inf å2 log PfX å 2 Og > ÿË(O),
lim
å#0
sup å2 log PfX å 2 Fg < ÿË(F),
for any open set O and closed set F of C x0 ([0, T ], R
d), where, for a given subset
A  C x0 ([0, T ], Rd), Ë(A)  inf f 2A I( f ).
Large-deviation estimates were obtained by Ventzell and Freidlin (1970) for elliptic
diffusions. Azencott (1980) and later Priouret (1982) extended the estimates to the general
class of diffusions with Lipschitz coef®cients. A principle of large-deviation uniformly with
respect to the initial condition was proved in Millet et al. (1992).
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Stochastic Volterra equations in the plane are studied in Rovira and Sanz-SoleÂ (1997),
and an LDP is established assuming that the coef®cients satisfy Lipschitz conditions in all
the variables t, s and x. Our aim is to prove an LDP for the solution of (1.1) assuming only
Lipschitz continuity in x and HoÈlder continuity in t uniformly with respect to the other
variables.
As an application of the LDP for stochastic Volterra equations we discuss in Section 5
two particular examples of interest: a stochastic differential equation driven by fractional
Brownian motion and a hyperbolic stochastic partial differential equation. On the other
hand, the study of stochastic Volterra equations provides a general framework that includes
stochastic evolution equations.
The LDP is established using Azencott's method (Azencott 1980; Doss and Priouret
1983) in a general setting. More precisely, let (Ei, di), i  1, 2, be two Polish spaces and
X åi : Ù! Ei, å. 0, i  1, 2, families of random variables. Assume that fX å1, å. 0g
satis®es an LDP with rate function ~I : E1 ! [0, 1]. Let Ö : f~I ,1g ! E2 be a mapping
such that its restriction to the compact sets f~I < ag, a 2 [0, 1), is continuous in the
topology of E1. For any g 2 E2 we set I(g)  inff~I( f ) : Ö( f )  gg. Suppose that for any
R, r, a . 0 there exist á. 0 and å0 . 0 such that for f 2 E1 satisfying ~I( f ) < a and
å < å0 we have





Then, the family fX å2, å. 0g satis®es an LDP with rate function I .
Our aim is to apply this result to the random variables X å1  åW and X å2  X å given in
(1.2).
Although Azencott's method is well known, we have used two new ingredients in the
proof of the LDP:
(i) We show an exponential inequality for stochastic integrals depending on a parameter.
Due to the lack of the martingale property, the proof is based on the Garsia±Rodemich±
Rumsey lemma. Similar results have been obtained in Sowers (1992) and Rovira and Sanz-
SoleÂ (1996).
(ii) Unlike the case of diffusion processes, we are faced with stochastic integrals of the
form  t n1
t n
ó (t, s, Xt n ) dWs
which are not continuous functionals of W. For this reason, we need to use an LDP for the
couple formed by W and the above stochastic integral to obtain the suitable exponential
bound. That is, we apply the LDP for Gaussian stochastic integrals depending on a parameter
established in Ledoux (1990) and Mayer-Wolf et al. (1992).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state the rigorous formulation of the
problem and we present the main theorem, Theorem 1. The proof of this theorem requires
an exponential inequality for stochastic integrals given in Section 3. In Section 4 we prove
the LDP. Finally Section 5 contains two examples where we can apply this method.
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Sums on repeated indices are usually omitted and all constants are denoted by C,
although they may change from one expression to the next.
2. Formulation of the problem
Let (Ù, F , F t, P) be a stochastic basis carrying a k-dimensional F t-Brownian motion
fW j(t), 0 < t < T , 1 < j < kg. Let x0 2 Rd and consider the family fX å, å. 0g of
processes which satisfy (1.2).
To fomulate our results we assume the following set of assumptions (H):
(H1) The functions b  b(t, s, x), ój  ój(t, s, x), j  1, . . . , k, are measurable functions
from f0 < s < t < Tg3 Rd to Rd .
(H2) The functions b, ój, j  1, . . . , k, are Lipschitz in x (uniformly in the other
variables). That is, there exists a constant K such thatXk
j1
jój(t, s, y)ÿ ój(t, s, x)j  jb(t, s, y)ÿ b(t, s, x)j < Kjxÿ yj,
for all x, y 2 Rd , 0 < s < t < T .
(H3) The functions b, ój, j  1, . . . , k, are á-HoÈlder continuous in t on [s, T ]
(uniformly in the other variables). That is, there exists a constant K such thatXk
j1
jój(t, s, x)ÿ ój(r, s, x)j  jb(t, s, x)ÿ b(r, s, x)j < Kjt ÿ rjá,
for any t, r > s and for all x 2 Rd , where 0 ,á < 1.
(H4) There is a constant K such thatXk
j1
jój(t, s, x)ÿ ój(r, s, x)ÿ ój(t, s, y) ój(r, s, y)j < Kjt ÿ rjãjxÿ yj,
for any t, r > s, x, y 2 Rd , where 0 , ã < 1.
(H5) b(t, s, x0), ój(t, s, x0), j  1, . . . , k, are bounded.
Let H be the Cameron±Martin space associated with C 0([0, T ], Rk), that is, the set of
absolutely continuous functions g 2 C 0([0, T ], Rk) with kgk2H :
 T
0
j _gsj2 ds ,1, where
_gs denotes the derivative dg=ds. Given h 2H , we de®ne the skeleton S(h) by










b(t, s, S(h)s) ds: (2:1)
Our main result is as follows.
Theorem 1. Assume (H). The family fX å, å 2 (0, 1]g of solutions of (1.2) satis®es a large-
deviation principle on the space C x0 ([0, T ], R
d) with rate function
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j _gsj2 ds, j  S(g), g 2H
( )
,
with S(h) given in (2.1).
3. Exponential inequality
In this section we prove an exponential inequality for a type of stochastic integrals that are
not martingales. Related exponential inequalities have been obtained in Mueller (1991),
Sowers (1992) and Rovira and Sanz-SoleÂ (1996).
Theorem 2. Let Z : [0, T ] 3 [0, T ] 3 Ù! Rd 3 Rk be a B ([0, T ])
B ([0, T ])
 F -
measurable process satisfying the following conditions:
(i) Z(t, s)  0 if s . t.
(ii) Z(t, s) is F s-adapted.
(iii) There exists a positive random variable î and á 2 (0, 2] such that for all t,
r 2 [0, T ] min(r, t)
0
jZ(t, s)ÿ Z(r, s)j2 ds < îjt ÿ rjá:
Then, for any â, 0 , â < min(1, á), there exist positive constants K1 (depending only on â),





Z j(t, s) dW
j
s
. L, kZk1 < KZ , î < CZ
( )
< exp ÿ L
2
(TK2Z  T áCZ)
K3
 !
for any L > 0, CZ > 0 and KZ > 0 such that L(T
áÿâCZ  T 1ÿâK2Z)ÿ1=2 > max(K1,
K2(1 T )T â=2).
Proof. We will prove the result in the case k  d  1. The extension to the general case is
not dif®cult. Set I(t) :  t
0













(Z(t, s)ÿ Z(r, s))2 ds
< jt ÿ rjkZk21  jt ÿ rjáî
< jt ÿ rjâ(T 1ÿâkZk21  T áÿâî):
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r2(jt ÿ rj) ds <
T 1ÿâkZk21  T áÿâî
Nâ
,




































where ln z  maxfln z, 0g. Then, the Garsia±Rodemich±Rumsey lemma (Walsh 1986)
yields, for any ù 2 A, and t, r 2 [0, T ],





















((lnB)1=2  (ln yÿ2)1=2) dr(y)
:
Further calculations show thatT
0






kIk1 < 29=2[(lnB)1=2r(T ) N1=2â âÿ1=2ð1=2]
 N 1=2â C1[T â=2(lnB)1=2  C2],
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with C1  29=2 and C2  âÿ1=2ð1=2.
Now, from (3.1) and Chebyshev's exponential inequality, we obtain for L=N
1=2
â > C1C2,








0@ 1A \ A8<:
9=;


















































â=2g, C4  1=(8C21) and let L=N 1=2â > C3.
Then,






























, K2  225=4 and K3  C4  2ÿ12.
h
4. Large deviations
In this section we prove Theorem 1. We will obtain the result by transferring a Ventzell±
Freidlin type estimate, (see (1.3)) in Theorem 4. First, we need to study the continuity of the
map h! S(h) de®ned in (2.1).
Lemma 3. Under (H) the map h! S(h) is continuous from fkhkH < ag, a 2 (0, 1), into
C x0 ([0, T ], R
d) with respect to the uniform norm.
Proof. Fix g, h 2 fk:kH < ag. Using the Lipschitz properties of ó and b, we have
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jS(g) t ÿ S(h) tj < K
 t
0
jS(g)s ÿ S(h)sj(1 j _gsj) ds
 t
0
ój(t, s, S(h)s)( _g
j
s ÿ _h js) ds

and, by Gronwall's lemma,




ój(t, s, S(h)s)( _g
j
s ÿ _h js) ds
, (4:1)
for a constant C . 0 depending on a.
Consider the function
r(u)  expfÿ C=(u
2 ÿ 1)g if juj, 1,
0, otherwise

and rn(u) : nr(nu), with C such that
 1
ÿ1 r(u) du  1. By a standard procedure, if we put




ó (t, u, S(h)u)rn(sÿ u) du,
then s! ön(t, s) is continuously differentiable and ön(t, :) converges in L2 to ó (t, :, S(h):).
Moreover, from (H3) it is easy to check that t! ön(t, s) is á-HoÈlder continuous in t
uniformly in s (with constant K n).
Fix å. 0. For any ä. 0, there exists a partition 0  t1 , t2 ,    , tN  T such that





jó (ti, s, S(h)s)ÿ ön(ti, s)j2 ds < å
6
,
where by convention ó (t, s, x)  0 if t , s. For any t 2 [ti, ti1), we have t
0




jó (t, s, S(h)s)j2 ds
 t i
0





jó (ti, s, S(h)s)ÿ ön0 (ti, s)j2 ds
 t
0
jön0 (ti, s)ÿ ön0 (t, s)j2 ds

:




jó (t, s, S(h)s)ÿ ön0 (t, s)j2 ds
< 3(å=6 T (K  K n)ä2á  sup0<s, t<T jó (t, s, S(h)s)j2ä)  å,
if
ä  min å




sup0<s, t<T jó (t, s, S(h)s)j2
 !
:
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On the other hand, notice that there exists a constant C . 0 such that kS(h)k1 < C and
sup0<s, t<T jön0 (t, s)j 




Then, using HoÈlder's inequality and integration by parts, t
0
ój(t, s, S(h)s)( _g
j
s ÿ _h js ds
 <  t
0





ö jn0 (t, s)( _g
j
s ÿ _h js ds

< 2aå1=2  khÿ gk1 kö jn0k1 
T
0
 @ön0@s (t, s)
 ds
 !
and from (4.1) the proof is ®nished. h
The main theorem is the following.
Theorem 4. Assume (H). For any g 2H, R, r. 0, there exist ç. 0 and å0 . 0 such that
PfkX å ÿ S(g)k1. r, kåW ÿ gk1, çg < exp ÿ Rå2
 
,
for any å 2 (0, å0].
Let fY åt , 0 < t < Tg be the solution process of


















A reduced version of the proof of Theorem 4 can be used to establish the following result.
Proposition 5. Assume (H). For all g 2H 0, R, r. 0, there exist ç. 0 and å0 2 (0, 1] such
that
PfkY å ÿ S(g)k1. r, kåWk1, çg < exp ÿ Rå2
 
, (4:3)
for any å 2 (0, å0].
Indeed, let W åt  Wt ÿ (1=å)g(t). Girsanov's theorem ensures that f W åt , 0 < t < Tg is a
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Set, for any r, ç, å. 0,
B å  fkX å ÿ S(g)k1. r, kåW ÿ gk1, çg,








P(B å) < P B å \ U å < exp ë
å2
   




































Set Y å(ùå)  X å(ùå  1åg). Then,
P å(B å)  PfkY å ÿ S(g)k1. r, kåWk1, çg,
with Y å satisfying (4.2). Consequently, the estimates (4.4), (4.5) and Proposition 5 complete
the proof of Theorem 4.
We ®rst prove Proposition 5 under some assumptions stronger than (H). We assume that
the coef®cients ó and b satisfy (H) and, moreover, that they satisfy hypothesis (H), that is:
(H) There exists a constant K . 0 such that








for any x, jxj. K and for all s < t.
Notice that under such assumptions ó and b are bounded. We denote by K a bound of
these coef®cients. The proof of Proposition 5 relies on the following lemma and
propositions.
Lemma 6. Fix g 2H , kgkH < a. There exists a non-negative constant K1 depending only
on the coef®cients and a such that P-a.s.
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Proof. From identities (4.2) and (2.1) and Gronwall's lemma it is easy to obtain the estimate
(4.6). h
We now consider a discretization of Y å. To this end we ®rst introduce some notation. For
n 2 N, l  0, 1, . . . , n, set t nl  Tl=n, Änl  [tnl , tnl1). Let Y å,nt  Y åt n
l
and t n  tnl if
t 2 Änl .
Proposition 7. For all R . 0 and ì. 0 there exists n0 2 N (depending on R and ì), such
that for all n > n0 and å(0, 1]
PfkY å ÿ Y å,nk1. ìg < exp ÿ Rå2
 
:
Proof. Fix n. For t 2 Äni , using condition (H3) and the boundedness of coef®cients ó and b,
we have


























































s)ÿ ój(tni , s, Y ås)) dW js

 K(ajt ÿ t ni j1=2  (T  aT 1=2)jt ÿ tni já  jt ÿ tni j):
Then
P(kY å ÿ Y å,nk1. ì) <
Xn
i1
















s)ÿ ój(tni , s, Y ås)) dW js
. ì3
 !







[P(Ai1) P(Ai2) P(Ai3)]: (4:7)
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Let â, min(1, 2á). Theorem 2 ensures the existence of positive constants K1, K2 and K3
such that















)2áÿâ)1=2g > max(K)1, K2(1 Tn)(Tn)â=2:
Now choose â , min(1, á). Using hypothesis (H3), Theorem 2 with CZ  K(Tn)á yields the
existence of positive constants K1, K2 and K3 such that













)2á  T áÿâ(T
n
)á)1=2g > max(K1, K2(1 T )T â=2:
On the other hand, for n big enough
P(Ai3)  0: (4:10)
Finally, from (4.7)±(4.10) for n big enough we obtain the desired result. h
Proposition 8. For all R . 0, r. 0, n 2 N there exist ì0 (depending only on R and r) and










. r, kåWk1, ç, kY å ÿ Y å,nk1 < ì
( )














. r, kåWk1, ç, kY å ÿ Y å,nk1 < ì
( )
< P1  P2,
with






s)ÿ ój(t, s, Y å,ns )) dW js
. r2 , kY å ÿ Y å,nk1 < ì
( )









. r2 , kåWk1, ç
( )
:
Consider Z(t, s)  ó (t, s, Y ås)ÿ ó (t, s, Y å,ns ). Then kZk1 < KkY ås ÿ Y å,ns k1 and from (H4)
we have, for any t, r > s,
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jZ(t, s)ÿ Z(r, s)j2 < K2kY ås ÿ Y å,ns k21jt ÿ rj2ã:
Theorem 2 yields the existence of positive constants K1, K2 and K3 such that
P1 < exp ÿ r
2
å24K2(Tì2  T 2ã1ì2) K3
 !
, (4:12)
if r=få2K(T 1ÿâì2  T 2ã1ÿâì2)1=2g > max(K1, K2(1 T )T â=2), with â  min(1, 2ã). This
is possible by choosing ì in a suitable way. On the other hand,































Fix i 2 f1, . . . , ng and de®ne Wt  Wt ÿ Wt n
i













) d W js:
Notice that Y åt n
i






) d W js 

[0, t]\Äni
ój(t, s, y) d W
j
sj yY åt n
i
:
Using again the independence of Y åt n
i
and f W t, t > tni g, we have









. r2n , supt> t n
i












ój(t, s, y) d W
j
s
. r2n , supt> t n
i
jå W tj, 2ç
( )
: (4:14)
The Gaussian process f( [0, t]\Ä ni ój(t, s, y) d W js, W t), ti < t < Tg satis®es an LDP in
C 0([ti, T ], Rd 
 Rk) with rate function




j _gsj2 ds, ht 

[0, t]\Äni




(see, for instance, Mayer-Wolf et al. 1992; Ledoux 1990). Then, from the LDP, we have





ój(t, s, y) d W
j
s
. r2n , supt> t n
i
jå W tj, 2ç
( )

















Using the same arguments as in Lemma 3, it is easy to check that for each R, the map
g !  [0, t]\Ä ni ój(t, s, y) _g js ds is continuous in the uniform norm in fg, 12kgkH < Rg.
Hypotheses (H) and (H3) imply that the continuity is uniform in y. So, there exists ç









ój(t, s, y) _g
j
s ds
 < r2n :























for a suitable ç (depending on R, r and n). Finally, (4.12), (4.13) and (4.16) imply (4.11) for
ì (depending on R and r) small enough. This argument has been used in Baldi and Sanz-
SoleÂ (1991) to show the equivalence between the estimate (1.3) and the large-deviation
principle for the couple f(X å1, X å2), å. 0g. h
Using the auxiliary results established so far it is now possible to prove Proposition 5.
Proof of Proposition 5. Set Aå  fkY å ÿ S(g)k1. r, kåWk1, çg. The inequality (4.6)
yields for all n 2 N, ì. 0, Aå  [2i1 Aå,n,ìi , with
A
å,n,ì












. rK1 , kåWk1, ç, kY å ÿ Y å,nk1 < ì
( )
:
Fix R, r. 0. Proposition 8 yields the existence of ì0(R, r) . 0 and ç0(R, r, n) . 0 (for
each ®xed n 2 N) such that for all ì < ì0, ç < ç0 and å 2 (0, 1],
P (A
å,n,ì





By Proposition 7, there exists n0(R, ì0) 2 N such that for any n > n0 and å 2 (0, å0]
P(A
å,n,ì
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Then, (4.3) holds true with ç  ç0(R, r, n0). This ®nishes the proof of Proposition 5 under
(H) Ú (H). Assume now the weaker hypothesis (H). Fix g 2H and set
ôå(r)  inf t . 0 : sup
0<s< t
jY ås ÿ S(g)sj. r




jY åt j < r kS(g)k1 : C (r, g): (4:17)
Consider the new coef®cients
~ó (t, s, x) 





, if jxj. C(r, g),
8<:
and ~b de®ned in an analogous way. Then, (4.17) and the local property of the stochastic
integral yield
PfkY å ÿ S(g)k1. r, kåWk1, çg < P sup
t<ôå(r)




j~Y åt ÿ ~S(g) tj. r, kåWk1, ç
 
,
where f~Y åt , t 2 [0, T ]g (or f~S(g) t, t 2 [0, T ]g) is de®ned as in (4.2) (or (2.1)) with
coef®cients ~ó and ~b which satisfy also assumptions (H). The ®rst part of the proof allow us
to conclude that Proposition 5 holds under (H). Hence the LDP is checked. h
5. Applications
In this section we discuss two different applications of Theorem 1.
5.1. Stochastic differential equations driven by a fractional Brownian
motion
For any H in (0, 1) the fractional Brownian motion of index H , fW Ht , t > 0g is the unique
centred Gaussian process whose covariance kernel is given by
RH (s, t)  VH
2
(s2 H  t2 H ÿ jt ÿ sj2 H ),
where VH is the normalizing constant
VH  Ã(2ÿ 2H)cos(ðH)ðH(1ÿ 2H) :
It is known that the fractional Brownian motion admits the representation




KH (t, s) dWs, (5:1)
where KH (t, s) is the square root of the covariance operator:
RH (s, t) 
1
0
KH (s, r)KH (t, r) dr:
More precisely,









ÿ H , H ÿ 1
2






where F is the Gauss hypergeometric function. We refer to Decreusefond and UÈ stuÈnel (1999)
and the references therein for a detailed presentation of these notions.
Following the work of Coutin and Decreusefond (1997), by a stochastic differential
equation driven by a fractional Brownian motion we mean an equation of the form
X t  x0 
 t
0
KH (t, s)~b(s, X s) ds
 t
0
KH (t, s)~ó (s, X s) dWs, (5:2)
where ~b and ~ó are deterministic functions and fWt; t > 0g is the standard Brownian motion
appearing in the representation (5.1).
Assume that ~ó and ~b are bounded measurable functions Lipschitz in x: Then, the
coef®cients
ó (t, s, x)  KH (t, s)~ó (s, x),
b(t, s, x)  KH (t, s)~b(s, x)
satisfy assumptions (H) in Theorem 1 provided 1
2
< H , 1. As a consequence, from Theorem
1 we deduce an LDP for a family of processes obtained by small perturbations of equation
(5.2).
5.2. Hyperbolic stochastic partial differential equations




 a3(s, t, Xs, t) _Ws, t  a4(s, t, Xs, t) a1(s, t) @Xs, t
@s
 a2(s, t) @Xs, t
@ t
, (5:3)
with deterministic initial condition Xs, t  x0 if (s, t) 2 T , s:t  0.
We assume the following set of assumptions (F):
(F1) ai : T ! R, i  1, 2 are bounded.
(F2) There exists a constant K . 0 such that for all (s, t) 2 T and i  3, 4
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jai(s, t, y)ÿ ai(s, t, x)j < Kjxÿ yj,
jai(s, t, 0)j < K:
A solution of (5.3) is a stochastic process fX z, z 2 Tg satisfying
X z  x0 

Rz
ãz(ç)fa3(ç, Xç) dWç  a4(ç, Xç) dçg,
where ç  (u, v), z  (s, t), Rz denotes the rectangle [0, s] 3 [0, t] and ãz(ç) is the Green
function associated with the second-order differential operator
I f (s, t)  @
2 f (s, t)
@s@ t
ÿ a1(s, t) @ f (s, t)
@s
ÿ a2(s, t) @ f (s, t)
@ t
:
Under assumptions (F), the Green function is bounded and Lipschitz continuous in the
variable z, uniformly in ç, and we can prove the existence and uniqueness of a continuous
and adapted process fX z, z 2 Tg bounded in L p, for any p > 2.
Consider the family fX åz, å. 0g of processes that satisfy the equation
X åz  x0 

Rz
ãz(ç)fåa3(ç, X åç) dWç  a4(ç, X åç) dçg: (5:4)
The coef®cients
ó (z, ç, x)  ãz(ç)a3(ç, x),
b(z, ç, x)  ãz(ç)a4(ç, x)
satisfy conditions analogous to assumptions (H). Applying the same arguments as in the proof
of Theorem 1 we can establish the following result:
Theorem 9. Assume (F). The family fX å, å. 0g of solutions of (5.4) satis®es a large-
deviation principle on the space C x0 (T , R) (continuous functions which take the value x0 in
the axes) with rate function




 @2 g@s@ t










dç a4(ç, S(g)(ç)) dç
 
,
and H is the set of absolutely continuous functions g 2 C 0(T , R) such that
T j@2 g=@s@ tj2 ds dt ,1.
This result is obtained in Rovira and Sanz-SoleÂ (1997) assuming that ai, i  3, 4, are
Lipschitz functions in all the variables, the derivatives @a3=@s, @a3=@ t and @
2a3=@ t@s exist
and are Lipschtiz functions, and ai, i  1, 2, are differentiable with bounded derivatives.
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